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Improving the previously known best bound, we show that any recu sively enumerable language can
be generated with a non-returning parallel communicating (PC) grammar system having six context-
free components. We also present a non-returning universalPC grammar system generating unary
languages, that is, a system where not only the number of components, but also the number of pro-
ductions and the number of nonterminals are limited by certain constants, and these size parameters
do not depend on the generated language.
1 Introduction
Parallel communicating grammar systems (PC grammar systems, for short) are network architectures
for distributed generation of languages [10]. In these system , the component grammars generate their
own sentential forms in parallel, and their activity is organized in a communicating system. Two basic
variants of PC grammar systems are distinguished: In so-called returning systems, after communication,
the component starts a new derivation (“returns” to its axiom), while in so-called non-returning systems
it continues the rewriting of its current sentential form. The language generated by a PC grammar system
is the set of terminal words generated by a distinguished component grammar called the master.
An important problem regarding parallel communicating grammar systems is how much succinct
descriptions of languages they provide: For example, what is the minimal number of components, non-
terminals, and/or productions that generating PC grammar systems (or its individual components) need
to obtain a language in a certain language class. Especiallyinteresting question is, if for a fixed language
class some of these parameters can be bounded by suitable constants, how many of them can be limited
at the same time.
During the years, a considerable amount of research was devoted t the examination of the power
and the size of PC grammar systems with context-free components (context-free PC grammar systems),
but the question whether or not these constructs are computationally complete was open for a long time.
(For some basic results, consult [1, 5]).
Obtained independently from each other, it was shown that both returning [3] and non-returning
context-free PC grammar systems [8] are able to generate anyrecursively enumerable language. Since
non-returning systems can be simulated with returning system , the second result implies the first one, but
in [8] no bound was given on the number of components, while the construction used in [3] provided 11
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as an upper bound. In [2] this number was decreased to 5, the best known bound so far. To give an
upper bound on the necessary number of components of non-retur ing context-free PC grammar systems
which are able to generate any recursively enumerable language, a construction simulating a two-counter
machine with a non-returning context-free PC grammar system with 8 components was presented in [12].
The fact that a bounded number of components is enough to generat any recursively enumerable
language inspired further investigations of the size complexity of returning context-free PC grammar
systems. In [4] a trade-off between the number of rules or nonterminals and the number of components
is demonstrated: With no bound on the number of components, 7rules and 8 nonterminals in each of
the component grammars are sufficient to generate any recursively enumerable language, while if the
number of rules and nonterminals can be arbitrary high, then umber of components can be bounded
by a constant.
In this paper, we continue the above line of investigations.As an improvement of the previous bound,
we show that non-returning PC grammar systems with 6 context-fr e components are computationally
complete, i. e., they are able to determine any recursively enumerable language. Furthermore, based on
the results in [7], where universal register machines with anumber of rules limited by small constants
are provided, we present constant bounds on the size complexity parameters of a so-called non-returning
universal PC grammar system generating unary languages.
2 Preliminaries and definitions
The reader is assumed to be familiar with the basic notions offormal language theory; for further infor-
mation we refer to [11]. The set of non-empty words over an alph betV is denoted byV +; if the empty
word,λ, is included, then we use the notationV ∗. A set of wordsL ⊆ V ∗ is called a language overV.
For a wordw ∈ V ∗ and a set of symbolsA ⊆ V , we denote the length ofw by |w|, and the number of
occurrences of symbols fromA in w by |w|A. If A is a singleton set,A= {a}, then we omit the brackets
and write |w|a instead of|w|{a}. The families of context-free languages and recursively enumerable
languages are denoted byL(CF) andL(RE).
A two-counter machine, see [6],M = (Σ∪{Z,B},E,R,q0,qF ) is a 3-tape Turing machine whereΣ
is analphabet, E is a set ofinternal stateswith two distinct elementsq0,qF ∈ E, andR is a set oftran-
sition rules. The machine has a read-only input tape and two semi-infinitestorage tapes (the counters).
The alphabet of the storage tapes contains only two symbols,Z andB (blank), while the alphabet of
the input tape isΣ∪{B}. The symbolZ is written on the first, leftmost cells of the storage tapes which
are scanned initially by the storage tape heads, and may never app ar on any other cell. An integert
can be stored by moving a tape headt cells to the right ofZ. A stored number can be incremented or
decremented by moving the tape head right or left. The machine is capable of checking whether a stored
value iszero or not by looking at the symbol scanned by the storage tape heads. If the scanned symbol
is Z, then the value stored in the corresponding counter iszero (which cannot be decremented since the
tape head cannot be moved to the left ofZ).
The rule setR contains transition rules of the form(q,x,c1, c2)→(q′,e1,e2) wherex∈Σ∪{B}∪{λ}
corresponds to the symbol scanned on the input tape in stateq ∈ E, andc1, c2 ∈ {Z,B} correspond to
the symbols scanned on the storage tapes. By a rule of the above form, M enters stateq′ ∈ E, and
the counters are modified according toe1,e2 ∈ {−1,0,+1}. If x ∈ Σ∪ {B}, then the machine was
scanningx on the input tape, and the head moves one cell to the right; ifx = λ, then the machine
performs the transition irrespective of the scanned input symbol, and the reading head does not move.
A word w ∈ Σ∗ is accepted by the two-counter machine if starting in the initial stateq0, the input
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head reaches and reads the rightmost non-blank symbol on thei put tape, and the machine is in the
accepting stateqF . Two-counter machines are computationally complete; theyar just as powerful as
Turing machines.
Now we recall the definitions concerning parallel communicating grammar systems (see [10]); for
more information we refer to [1, 5].
A parallel communicating grammar systemwith n context-free components is an( +3)-tuple
Γ = (N,K,Σ,G1, . . . ,Gn), n≥ 1,
whereN is a nonterminal alphabet, Σ is a terminal alphabet, andK = {Q1, . . . ,Qn} is an alphabet
of query symbols. The setsN , Σ, andK are pairwise disjoint;Gi = (N ∪K,Σ,Pi,Si), 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
called acomponentof Γ, is a usual Chomsky grammar with the nonterminal alphabetN ∪K, terminal
alphabetΣ, set of rewriting rulesPi ⊂N × (N ∪K ∪Σ)∗, andaxiom(or start symbol)Si ∈N . One of
the components,Gi, is distinguished and called themaster grammar(or the master) ofΓ.
An n-tuple (x1, . . . ,xn), wherexi ∈ (N ∪Σ∪K)∗, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is called aconfigurationof Γ;
(S1, . . . ,Sn) is said to be theinitial configuration. PC grammar systems change their configurations by
performing direct derivation steps. We say that(x1, . . . ,xn) directly derives(y1, . . . ,yn), denoted by
(x1, . . . ,xn)⇒ (y1, . . . ,yn), if one of the following two cases holds:
1. There is noxi which contains any query symbol, that is,xi ∈ (N ∪Σ)∗ for all 1≤ i ≤ n. Then,
for eachi, 1≤ i≤ n, xi ⇒Gi yi (yi is obtained fromxi by a direct derivation step inGi) for xi /∈ Σ∗ and
xi = yi for xi ∈ Σ∗.
2. There is somexi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, which contains at least one occurrence of a query symbol. For
each suchxi, 1≤ i ≤ n, with |xi|K 6= 0 we writexi = z1Qi1z2Qi2 . . . ztQitzt+1, wherezj ∈ (N ∪Σ)∗,
1≤ j ≤ t+1, andQil ∈K, 1≤ l≤ t. If |xil |K = 0 for eachl, 1≤ l≤ t, thenyi = z1xi1z2xi2 . . . ztxitzt+1
and (a) inreturning systems we haveyil = Sil , while (b) in non-returningsystems we haveyil = xil ,
1≤ l ≤ t. If |xil |K 6= 0 for somel, 1 ≤ l ≤ t, thenyi = xi. For all j, 1≤ j ≤ n, for which yj is not
specified above,yj = xj .
Let ⇒∗ denote the reflexive and transitive closure of⇒. Let the language generated by the compo-
nentGi be denoted byL(Gi), that is,
L(Gi) = {x ∈ Σ∗ | (S1, . . . ,Si, . . . ,Sn)⇒∗ (x1, . . . ,xi, . . . ,xn) for
somex1, . . . ,xn ∈ (N ∪Σ∪K)∗ such thatx= xi}.
Then, thelanguage generatedby the systemΓ is L(Γ) = L(Gj) whereGj , 1≤ j ≤ n, is the master
component of the system.
Let the class of languages generated by returning and non-returning PC grammar systems having at




L(XiCF), X ∈ {PC,NPC}.
Using these notations, the results on the generative power of context-free PC grammar systems can
be summarized as follows (for details, see [1, 2, 5, 8, 12]):
L(CF)⊂ L(X2CF)⊆ L(PC5CF) = L(PC∗CF) = L(NPC8CF) = L(NPC∗CF) = L(RE),
for X ∈ {PC,NPC}.
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3 Improving the bound on the number of components
In the following we show that every recursively enumerable language can be generated by a non-returning
PC grammar system with six context-free components.
Theorem 1. L(NPC6CF) = L(RE).
Proof: LetL⊆ Σ∗ be an arbitrary recursively enumerable language andM = (Σ∪{Z,B},E,R,q0,qF )
be a two-counter machine acceptingL. Without the loss of the generality we may assume thatM
always enters the final state with empty counters and lets them unchanged, i. e., for anyq ∈ E with
(q,x,c1, c2)→ (qF ,e1,e2) ∈R it holds thatc1 = c2 = Z ande1 = e2 = 0.
To prove the statement, we construct a non-returning context-fr e PC grammar systemΓ gener-
ating L. Let Γ = (N,K,Σ,Gsel,Ggen,Gc1,Gc2,Gch1,Gch2), whereGgen is the master grammar and
Gγ = (N,K,Σ,Pγ ,ωγ) is a component grammar forγ ∈ {gen,sel,c1, c2, ch1, ch2} andωγ is the axiom.
Let I = {[q,x,c1, c2,q′,e1,e2] | (q,x,c1, c2) → (q′,e1,e2) ∈ R} and let us introduce for any
α= [q,x,c1, c2,q
′,e1,e2] ∈ I the following notations:State(α) = q,Read(α) =x,NextState(α) = q′,
andStore(α,i) = ci, Action(α,i) = ei, wherei= 1,2.
The simulation is based on representing the states and the transitions ofM with nonterminals fromI
and the values of the counters by strings of nonterminals containi g as many symbolsA as the value
stored in the given counter. Every component is dedicated tosimulating a certain type of activity of
the two-counter machine:Gsel selects the transition to be simulated,Gci , where 1≤ i ≤ 2, simulates
the respective counter and the update of its contents,Gchj , where 1≤ j ≤ 2, assists the work ofGci ,
andGgen generates the word read (and possibly accepted) byM.
LetN = I ∪{S,A,Z,F,F ′,F ′′,F ′′′,C1,C2,M0,M1,M2}∪{Di,α,Ei,α,Hi,α |α∈ I,1≤ i≤ 2} and
let the axioms and the rules of the components be defined as follows. Letωsel = S,
Psel = {S → α | α ∈ I,State(α) = q0}∪{α→D1,α,D1,α →D2,α | α ∈ I}∪
{D2,α → β | α,β ∈ I, NextState(α) = State(β)}∪
{D2,α → F | α ∈ I, NextState(α) = qF}∪{F → F}.
This component selects the transition of the two-counter machine to be simulated. The axiomS is
used to initialize the system by introducing one of the symbols fr mI denoting an initial transition, i. e.,
a symbol of the form[q0,x,c1, c2,q′,e1,e2] whereq0 is the initial state. The other productions are used
for changing the transition into the next one to be performed. The appearance of symbolF indicates
that the simulation of the last transition has been finished and the ruleF → F can be used to continue
rewriting until the other components also finish their work.Let ωgen = S,
Pgen = {S →Qsel,C1 → C2,C2 →Qsel,F → F
′,F ′ →Qch1Qc1Qc2}∪
{α→ xC1 | α ∈ I,Read(α) = x}∪
{H2,α → λ | α ∈ I}∪{M1 → λ,Z → λ,F
′′ → λ,F ′′′ → λ}.
This component generates the string accepted by the countermachine by adding the symbol
x=Read(α) for eachα ∈ I (chosen by the selector componentGsel) using the ruleα → xC1. The
productions rewritingC1 to C2 and thenC2 to Qsel are used for maintaining the synchronization. The
result of the computation is produced by using rulesF → F ′,F ′ → Qch1Qc1Qc2. After the symbolF
appears, the component makes sure that the strings obtainedfrom componentsGc1, Gc2 andGch1 do not
contain any nonterminal letter which is different fromH2,α, for α ∈ I, or from any ofM1,Z,F ′′,F ′′′,
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since these are the only symbols which can be erased. (The symbolsH2,α, for α ∈ I, andM1 indicate
that the simulation of the checks and the updates of the contents of the counters of the two-counter ma-
chine were correct;Z is an auxiliary symbol;F ′′ andF ′′′ are different variants of the symbol denoting
the final transition.) If the work of the component stops witha terminal word, then this string was also
accepted byM and the simulation was correct.
The following two components are for representing the contents of the counters ofM and for simu-
lating the changes in the stored values. Let fori ∈ {1,2}, ωci = S,
Pci = {S →QselZ,A→Qch2,F → F
′′,F ′′ → F ′′}∪
{α→Qsel,D2,α →Qselyi,α | α ∈ I,Store(α,i)=B,yi,α=σ(Action(α,i),Store(α,i))}∪
{α→H1,α,H1,α →H2,α,H2,α →Qselyi,α | α ∈ I, Store(α,i) = Z,
yi,α = σ(Action(α,i),Store(α,i))}
whereσ : {1,0,−1}×{B,Z}→{AA,A,λ} is a partial mapping defined asσ(1,B) =AA, σ(0,B) =A,
σ(−1,B) = λ, σ(1,Z) =A, σ(0,Z) = λ.
These components are responsible for simulating the changein th contents of the counters, which
is represented by a stringu consisting of as many lettersA as the actual stored number in the counter.
By performing ruleA→Qch2 and the rulesα→Qsel,D2,α →Qselyi,α, the components check whether
the string representing the counter contents contains at leas one occurrence of the letterA (which is
required by the transition represented byα), and then modify the contents of the counter in the prescribed
manner by introducing the necessary number of newAs contained in the stringyi,α. If Store(α,i) =B,
then the simulation is correct if and only if one occurrence of A is rewritten first, and then productions
α→Qsel,D2,α →Qselyi,α are applied in the given order, i. e., after three steps the new string will contain
one occurrence ofM1. Any other order of rule application results in introducingeither a letter for which
no rule exists (D1,α if u has no occurrence ofA) or a letter which cannot be erased from the sentential
form anymore (M2, if A is rewritten in the second step).
If Store(α,i) = Z, then the rulesα→H1,α,H1,α →H2,α, andH2,α →Qselyi,α are used for check-
ing whetheru contains anA. The required condition holds and the simulation is successful if after
applying the productions,H2,α appears in the second step in the new sentential form and it has no occur-
rence of the symbolA. The non-occurrence ofA will be checked later by componentsGch1 andGgen.
Let ωch1 = S,
Pch1 = {S →Qsel,α→E1,α,E2,α →Qsel}∪
{E1,α →E2,α, | α ∈ I,Store(α,1) =B,Store(α,2) =B}∪
{E1,α →E2,αQc2 | α ∈ I,Store(α,1) =B,Store(α,2) = Z}∪
{E1,α →E2,αQc1 | α ∈ I,Store(α,1) = Z,Store(α,2) =B}∪
{E1,α →E2,αQc1Qc2 | α ∈ I,Store(α,1) = Z,Store(α,2) = Z}∪
{F → F ′′′,F ′′′ → F ′′′}.
This component assists in checking whether the contents of the respective counter is zero if it is
required by the transition to be performed. This is done by asking the string of the componentGc1
and/orGc2 after the second step of the corresponding derivation phase. If the string (or strings) commu-
nicated to this component contains (contain) an occurrenceof A, then this letter will never be removed
from the sentential from sincePch1 has no rule for deletingA and the componentGgen which will later
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issue a query toGch1, has no erasing rule forA either. This means that the simulation is correct if the
string or strings communicated toGch1 are free fromA but contains (contain) an occurrence ofH2,α.
Finally, let ωch2 =S andPch2 = {S→M0,M0 →M1,M1 →M2,M2 →M0}. This component as-
sistsGc1 andGc2 in checking whether or not the string representing the counter contents contains an
occurrence ofA. The simulated counter is not empty and the simulation is corre t if and only ifPch2 is
queried in a step when the symbolM1 is communicated to the respective componentGc1 or Gc2.
In the following we discuss the work ofΓ in details. After the first rewriting step, we obtain a config-
uration(S,S,S,S,S,S)⇒ (α0,Qsel,QselZ,QselZ,Qsel,M0)⇒ (α0,α0,α0Z,α0Z,α0,M0) whereα0 is
a nonterminal denoting one of the initial transitions of thewo-counter machine, i. e.,State(α0) = q0.
Notice that since the two counters are empty at the beginning, the sentential forms of componentsGc1
andGc2 do not contain any occurrence ofA.
In the following we demonstrate how the simulation works. Weconsider a particular case, the proof
of all other cases can be done similarly.
Let α = [q,x,B,Z,q′,e1,e2] ∈ I, wherex ∈ Σ∪{λ}, q,q′ ∈ E, and we do not specifye1,e2 at this
moment. Furthermore, letβ ∈ I with NextState(α) = State(β). Suppose that up to transitionα the
simulation was correct. Then the configuration ofΓ is of the form(α,wα,αuZ,αvZ,αw̄,M0) where
w ∈ T ∗, u,v ∈ {A,M1}∗, andw̄ ∈ ({M1,Z,}∪{H2,α | α ∈ I})∗.
By the next rewriting step,α at the first component changes intoD1,α, and then by the second
rewriting step intoD2,α. Similarly,wα changes intowxC1, and then intowxC2 wherex=Read(α).
Let us examine nowαuZ which represents the contents of the first counter. Since, bythe require-
ments of the simulated transition, the counter must not be empty, u should have at least one occurrence
of A. If this is not the case, then the only rule which can be applied isα→Qsel, which introducesD1,α
in the string. Then the derivation gets blocked since there is no rule for rewritingD1,α or Z, thus the
derivation cannot be continued.
If we suppose thatu has at least one occurrence ofA, then after two rewriting steps and the com-
munication following them, the following cases may hold: The new string containsM1 andD2,α (first
an occurrence ofA and thenα was rewritten), or it containsM1 andM2 (two occurrences ofA were
replaced), or it containsD1,α andM2 (first α, then one occurrence ofA was rewritten). The two latter
cases do not lead to termination (and thus, correct simulation) since neitherM2 norD1,α can be removed
from the string when it is later sent to the master componentGgen. (Unlike M1 andD2,α which can be
erased byGgen.)
Therefore, after one more rewriting step, we must have a string of the formQsely1u1M1u2Z where
u= u1Au2 andy1 corresponds toe1 =Action(α,1) for α = [q,x,B,Z,q′,e1,e2] as follows: Since one
A was removed fromu, if e1 =−1 theny1 = λ, if e1 = 0 theny1 =A, and ife1 =+1 theny1 =AA.
Let us consider nowαvZ, i. e., the string representing the contents of the second counter. In this case
v must not have an appearance ofA (according to the current transition symbolα= [q,x,B,Z,q′,e1,e2]).
If this is the case, that is, if|v|A = 0, then the only rule which can be applied isα→H1,α, and then the
derivation continues with applyingH1,α →H2,α. After the second rewriting step the new string will be
of the formH2,αvZ which will be forwarded by request to componentGch1 and stored there until the end
of the derivation when it is sent to the master componentGgen. The grammarGgen is not able to erase
the nonterminalA, thus, terminal words can only be generated ifGch1 received a string representing the
empty counter.
If we assume thatv contains at least one copy ofA, then after two rewriting steps we obtain a string
which has occurrences of eitherM1 andM2 (two copies ofA were replaced), orM1 andH1,α, or H1,α
andM2 (in both cases one copy ofA was rewritten), orH2,α andA (no copy ofA was rewritten, but
|v|A 6= 0.) None of these cases can lead to a correct simulation, since as we have seen above, these strings
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are transferred toGch1 and then toGgen in a later phase of the derivation, whereM2, H1,α, andA cannot
be deleted.
This means that the new string obtained fromαvZ after the third rewriting step must be of the form
Qsely2vZ, wherev contains no occurrence ofA andy2 is the string corresponding toe2 =Action(α,2).
Since, in the case of a correct simulation, noA was deleted,y2 = λ if e2 = 0, andy2 =A if e2 =+1 (the
casee2 =−1 is not applicable, since the counter is empty,Store(α,2) = Z).
Continuing the derivation, the prescribed communication step results in the configuration
(β,wxβ,βu′Z,βv′Z,βw̄′,M0)
whereβ ∈ I is a transition withNextState(α) = State(β), u′,v′ are strings representing the counters
of M following the transition described byα ∈ I, andw̄′ is a string over{M1,Z}∪{H2,α | α ∈ I}.
Thus, we obtain a configuration of the form we started from. Now, similarly as above, the simulation of
the transition corresponding to the symbolβ ∈ I can be performed.
Suppose now thatNextState(α) = qF andGsel decides to end the simulation ofM , that is, instead
of β, the nonterminalD2,α is changed toF . Then the obtained configuration is
(F,wxF,Fu′Z,Fv′Z,F w̄′,M0).
SinceM always enters the final state with empty counters, we have|u′|A = |v′|A = 0, thus we obtain
(F,wxF ′,F ′′u′Z,F ′′v′Z,F ′′′w̄′,M1)⇒ (F,wxQch1Qc1Qc2,F
′′u′Z,F ′′v′Z,F ′′′w̄′,M2),
and then(F,wxF ′′′w̄′F ′′u′ZF ′′v′Z,F ′′u′Z,F ′′v′Z,F ′′′w̄′,M0). We also know that in case of a correct
simulation,|w̄′|A = 0, therefore by applying the erasing rules ofPgen to deleteH2,α,M1,Z,F ′′, andF ′′′,
we either obtain a terminal wordw′ = wx also accepted by the two-counter machineM , or there are
nonterminals in the sentential form ofGgen which cannot be deleted. By the explanations above, it can
also be seen thatΓ generates the same language asM accepts. 
4 A universal PC grammar system for unary languages
In the following we study the possibility of generating all recursively enumerable languages (over a
certain alphabet) with not only a bounded number of components, but also with bounded measures of
other kind, such as the number of rewriting rules, or the number of nonterminals. To this aim we examine
the possibility of simulating universal variants of Turingmachines.
Instead of universal two-counter machines, we consider thesimilar notion of register machines since
several examples of very simple, but still universal machines of this kind are known. Since register
machines work with sets of non-negative integers, we also retrict ourselves to the study of generating
unary languages.
A register machine consists of a given number of registers and a set of labeled instructions. There
are several types of instructions which can be used:
• li : (ADD(r), lj) – add 1 to register and then go to the instruction with labellj,
• li : (CHECK(r), lj , lk) – if the value of register is zero, go to instructionlj , otherwise go tolk,
• li : (CHECKSUB(r), lj , lk) – if the value of register is positive, then subtract 1 from it and go to the
instruction with label j , otherwise go to the instruction with labellk,
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and instructionlh : HALT to halt the machine. Thus, formally, aregister machineis a construct
M = (m,H,l0, lh,R), wherem is the number of registers,H is the set of instruction labels,l0 is the
start label,lh is the halting label, andR is the set of instructions; each label fromH labels exactly one
instruction fromR. A register machineM computes a valuey ∈N on inputx ∈N in the following way:
it starts with the inputx in its input register by executing the instruction with label l0 and proceeds by
applying instructions as indicated by the labels. If the halt instruction is reached, then the numbery ∈ N
stored at that time in the output register is the result of thecomputation ofM . If the machine does not
halt, the result is undefined. It is known (see, e. g., [9]) that register machines compute the class of partial
recursive functions.
Register machines withn registers can also be simulated by the straightforward generalization of
two-counter machines havingn counter tapes instead of two. We call this model ann-counter machine
in the following. Given a register machineM1 with n registers, we can easily construct ann-counter
machineM2 over a unary input alphabet which simulates its computations. If then counter tapes ofM2
correspond to then registers ofM1, and ifM2 is started with a unary input wordw and a valuex ∈ N
stored on one of its counter tapes (the one corresponding to the input register), then it can check whether
|w|= y ∈N is computed byM1 on inputx by simulating the labeled instructions of the register machine.
To do this, the states ofM2 should correspond to the labels of the instructions ofM1 and its transition
relation should be defined as follows.
To simulate an instructionlj : (ADD(r), lk), M2 should have transition rules
(lj ,λ,c1, . . . , cn)→ (lk,e1, . . . ,en)
for all possible combinations ofci ∈ {Z,B}, 1≤ i≤ n and wither = +1, andei = 0 for all 1≤ i≤ n,
i 6= r.
To simulate an instructionlj : (CHECK(r), lk, ll), M2 should have transition rules
(lj ,λ,c1, . . . , cn)→ (lk,0, . . . ,0)
for all combinations ofci ∈{Z,B}wherecr =Z, and also the transitions(lj ,λ,c1, . . . , cn)→ (ll,0, . . . ,0)
for all combinations ofci ∈ {Z,B} wherecr =B, 1≤ i≤ n.
An instructionlj : (CHECKSUB(r), lk, ll) can be simulated by similar transition rules if we replace the
“don’t change” instruction corresponding to therth counter with “subtract one”, that is, we replace the 0
on the(r+1)th position on the right side of the transition rule with−1.
The transitions of the counter machineM2 defined above simulate the work ofM1 in the sense that
whenever the statelh corresponding to the halting instruction is reached after starting the machine with
x ∈ N stored on the input counter tape, then the value stored on theoutput counter tape,y ∈ N, is the
same as computed by the register machineM1 on inputx. If we assume that the first counter corresponds
to the output register ofM1, then to check whether the input word is of the formw = ay, we need, for
all combinations ofci ∈ {Z,B}, 2≤ i ≤ n, the transitions(lh,a,B,c2, . . . , cn)→ (lh,−1,0, . . . ,0) and
(lh,λ,Z,c2, . . . , cn)→ (qF ,0,0, . . . ,0) whereqF is the final state ofM2.
In [7] several small universal register machines are present d. One of them, which we callU in
the following, has eight registers and it can simulate the computation of any register machineM with
the help of a “program”, an integercode(M) ∈ N coding the particular machineM . If code(M) is
placed in the second register and an argumentx ∈ N is placed in the third register, thenU simulates the
computation ofM by halting if and only ifM halts, and by producing the same result in its first register
asM produces in its output register after a halting computation. Moreover,U has eightADD instructions,
oneCHECK instruction, and twelveCHECKSUB instructions.
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Based on the universal machineU and the simulation technique described above, we can obtain
PC grammar systems which are universal in the sense that theyare able to generate all languages over
a certain fixed alphabet if we initialize one of the components with a “program” corresponding to the
language we wish to generate, that is, if the component is started with an axiom which is a word different
from the start symbol.
Definition 2. A PC grammar systemΓ = (N,K,T,G1, . . . ,Gn) is universal, if there exists an indexj,
1 ≤ j ≤ n, such that for all languagesL ⊆ Σ∗ over a finite alphabetΣ, there is a wordwL ∈ N∗ with
L= L(Γ,wL) = L(Gi,wL, j) where
L(Gi,wL, j) = {xi ∈ Σ∗ | (α1, . . . ,αn)⇒∗ (x1, . . . ,xn) for αj = wL,αi = Si, 1≤ i≤ n, i 6= j},
andGi is the master component of the system.
Now based on the PC grammar system described in the previous section, we can obtain the following
theorem.
Theorem 3. There exists a non-returning universal PC grammar systemΓU , such that any recursively
enumerable languageL over the unary alphabet can be generated byΓU asL = L(ΓU ,wL) for some
wordwL corresponding toL.
Moreover, ΓU has at most 12 components,48m+ 51 rewriting rules, and4m+ 12 nonterminal
symbols, wherem= 23·28+3.
Proof: The statement can be proved based on the discussions above.C nsider the universal register
machineU from [7], having 8 registers and 21 instructions. We can construct an 8-counter machineMU
which simulates the work ofU in the sense described above, that is, ifMU is started with the code of a
register machineM stored on its second counter tape and an inputx ∈N stored on its third counter tape,
then it accepts the unary wordw written on its input tape if and only if|w|= y, wherey ∈N is the value
computed byM on the inputx.
U has eight registers and, as we have explained above, we need adifferent transition rule for the simu-
lation of a given instruction for each possible combinationof empty and non-empty registers. This means
that we need 28 transition rules for simulating each register machine instruction, thus, we need 21·28
rules to simulate the 21 instructions ofU , and 28 additional rules for comparing the result (appearing on
the first counter tape) with the contents of the input tape.
If we add a new starting stateq0, and the transitions(q0,λ,Z,B,Z, . . . ,Z)→ (q0,0,0,+1,0, . . . ,0),
(q0,λ,Z,B,B,Z, . . . ,Z)→ (q0,0,0,+1,0, . . . ,0), and(q0,λ,Z,B,B,Z, . . . ,Z)→ (l0,0. . . ,0), thus, we
nondeterministically “fill” the input counter (correspondi g to the third counter tape) before starting the
actual computation, then we can obtain the possible resultswithout placing any input in the third counter.
This means that we can accept any wordw with |w| = y wherey ∈ N is a value from the range of the
function computed by the register machineM . Thus, choosing the appropriateM , we can accept the
words of any recursively enumerable language over the unaryalphabet by initializing only the second
counter tape with the code of the given machineM .
If we also make sure that before entering the final state, the contents of all the counters of the ma-
chineMU are erased, then we will be able to use a similar constructionas in the proof of Theorem 1
to construct a non-returning PC grammar systemΓU for the simulation ofMU . To erase the counter
contents, we need 28 transitions in addition, thus, altogether the counter machineMU hasm= 23·28+3
transition rules.
The PC grammar system that we obtain after applying the construction based on the proof of The-
orem 1 will be a universal system if instead of the start symbol S, we initialize the componentGc2
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corresponding to the second counter ofMU with a word of the formAnS wheren= code(M), such that
the range of the function computed by the register machineM corresponds to the length set of the words
of the unary languageL.
By observing the modified construction, the resulting system has 8+4= 12 components, 48·m+51
rewriting rules, and 4·m+ 12 nonterminals, thus, we obtain the bounds given in the statment of the
theorem. 
5 Conclusions
We have improved the previously known bound on the number of non-returning components necessary
to generate any recursively enumerable language. We also pre ented a technique for the simulation of
register machines, and we used it to simulate a concrete example of a small universal register machine.
We obtained a non-returning universal PC grammar system which is able to generate any unary recur-
sively enumerable language. Since the construction we usedis general, not taking advantage of any of
the special properties of the universal register machine that was simulated, it is expected that with more
precise observations, the rough bounds we have given above can be further decreased. We also propose
to employ similar techniques for the study of the descriptional complexity measures of returning PC
grammar systems.
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